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ROBO 
KOMBAT TWIN PACK

Battle a friend or challenge the robot! This 
set includes 2 Robots that make cool punching 

sounds. Batteries required.
Each Robot stands 13cm tall. 

Age 5yr+

SKY DREAMCATCHER SWING  
Bring the park to your backyard. Easy set up, includes 
8 foot UV resistant rope and carabiners. 96cm hand 
woven swing. Attach to strong healthy tree or play 
structure.  Holds up to 227kg   Age 3yr+

FIRE STATION
FIRE! Quick, ring the 
bell! This wooden 
fire station comes 
complete with 
truck, helicopter, 
fire chief & other 
accessories.
Size 60 x 30 
 x 48cm 
Age 3yr+

PROTEXION 
TRI-PACK

Peace-of-mind protection for wrists, elbows and knees! 
Available in 7 different colours.

Age 4-10yrs

GLITTER POP & JAM POP 
SIZE ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER SKATES 
High quality, comfortable 
and adjustable up 
to 4 sizes! Perfect 
for the growing 
feet of beginner 
and intermediate 
skaters. Available 
in assorted colours 
and sizes.
Age 4yr+

XYLOPHONE 
Play beautiful music with a simple touch!  Play 
freestyle or use instructional mode with lights 
to guide you. Includes 20 stored melodies.
Size 34 x 14 x 6cm.  Age 1yr+

$13995

$6995

$17995
$9995$3895

$7995

KLOROFIL MAGIC TREE 
Popular in the 70’s & 80’s, this pop up treehouse has 
been re-released for a whole new generation!  Includes 
2 characters, car and furniture.
37cm Tall.  18 months – 5 years 

$4995

MUSICAL 
MICROPHONE - 
FAO Schwarz 
Sing along into 
this retro styled 
Bluetooth 
microphone, 
stream songs 
and sing 
karaoke.
Age 6yr+

$2995
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STICKY SPINNER 
ACTIVITY TOY
Turn your table into an activity centre! Has 
a powerful suction base and captivating 
loops for baby to grab and spin.
Age 3m+

 
$1695

ROLY POLY KOALA 
Koala bobs around on his weighted base. 
Push, pull or knock him to hear his soft 
tinkling bell.
Size 13cm 
Tall. 
Age 3mths+

$2795

MY FIRST RC FERRARI 
A toddler-friendly remote control Ferrari! 
Batteries required.
Size of Ferrari 13 x 8 cm.  Age 1yr+ 

$3995

JACK IN 
THE BOX 
Turn the handle 
to hear a fun 
song and POP…  
out comes the 
happy Jester.
Size 14cm 
tall. Age 
18mths+

$3495

JUNGLE BALL RUN 
Ding goes the bell. Watch as the ball slides down 
and then back up using a unique see-saw feature.
Size 25cm Tall.  Age 2yr+ $2995

MR FROG 
STACKING 
RINGS 
Build skill and 
dexterity in littlies. 
Stack rings onto 
the wobbling 
target.
Size 19cm Tall.  
Age 1yr+

$1695

BUMBLEBEE 
PUSH PAL
Walking is even more 
fun with the bumblebee push pal!  Push him 
forward and watch him beat his wings.
Age 1yr+

   
$2495

DUMP TRUCK 
RIDE - ON from Moover 
Children can sit, steer and drive simultaneously on this veneered 
truck. The seat has a flap to pack treasures along for the ride.
56 x 29 x 19cm. Available in Red and Blue.
Age 2yr+ 

$11995

MULTISTACK 
MUSIC BOX
Make wonderful music and 

explore melody and rhythm 
with this innovative set. 
Wooden stacking musical 
instruments include 

5 boxes and a mallet.
Largest block is 12 x 12 x 12cm.

Age 18m+
   

$5495
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ADVENTURE DOME 
Use the bird magnet to drop beads into the many features 
inside; promotes fine motor skills and spatial awareness. 
Size 33 x 29 x 13cm. Age 2yr+ $5995

BATH WATERMILL 
Pour the water in to watch 
the cogs spin and the tipper 
send water left and right. 
Suction cup to the bath or 
even play at the beach.
Size 43cm Tall.
Age 1yr+

$2495

NOAH’S ARK SHAPE SORTER 
Match the 10 pairs of wooden animals, or post through the 
boat hull.
Size 27L x 25H x 19cmW.  Age 18mth+

$5995

SAXOFLUTE 
Connect the colourful tubes to create 
any kind of horn instrument you can 
imagine, then write your own song to 
go with it.  Includes 16 pieces.
Age 2 to 4 yrs

$1595

FANTACOLOR Portable 
160 pegs in 3 different sizes and 5 colours. Sort the pegs 
to create or copy a pattern or design.
Board Size 22 x 16cm Age 3yr+ 

$1995

FISHING GAME 
Enjoy hours of fishing fun using the rods to catch 
the magnetic fish. Includes 27 magnetic sealife. 
Tub included for easy storage!
Age 2 yr+ 

$3495

RAILWAY STARTER SET
A brilliant 26pc starter set. Create a figure 8 
and push the train through, over and around the 
track.  Stop at the signal to let passengers on and 
off.  Additional track and other accessories sold 
separately.   Age 3yr+ 

SPRAYING TUGBOAT 
A sensor under the tug 
detects water and sprays it 
out the funnel.
Size 15 x  8 x 7cm  
Age 1yr+

$2495 SUBMARINE  PROJECTOR 
Push the periscope down and project underwater sea 
life onto the bottom of the bath.  Batteries included.
Size 13 x 10 x 11cm  Age 1yr+    

 
$2495

BATH CRAYONS 
Each bath time is a new ‘canvas’. Use on bathroom tiles 
& bathtubs. EASY clean with a damp cloth. Set of 8.
Age 3yr+   $995

GIANT PIANO DANCE MAT - FAO Schwarz 
Extra large piano mat to play with your feet!  Active  

musical fun with a cool playback feature. 
Batteries required.

Measures 175 x 79cm. Age 3yr+ 

MAGNA FUN SUPER 
SAFARI & MAGNA 
FUN DRESS-UPS
A magnetic fold-out mini 
theatre will display your 
mixed or matched designs. 
Fun dress- up theme or 
super safari theme.  18 
pieces to suit 
small fingers. 
Great travel set.
Age 2yr+

$2795 

each

$8995

$8995
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SMOOTHIE BLENDER SET 
Pretend to make your own smoothies with this wooden blender 
set! Includes 2 x cups, fruit and vegetable pieces.
Age 3yr+

    
$3495

SHOPPING TROLLEY
Let’s go shopping. Kids will love piling items into this brightly 
coloured, solid timber trolley ready for checkout. DIY.
Size 48 x 30 x 41cm.  Age 2yr+

 
$6995

FOOD ITEMS IN 4 CRATES
Set includes 4 crates with safe wooden foodstuffs ready to 
play chef, baker, greengrocer, butcher or shopper.
Crate Size 16 x 11 x 6cm.  Age 3yr+

 
$3995

LOTTIE DOLLS
Lottie dolls are based on real children in real-life proportions! 
Choose from 8 characters that have different skin, hair and 
eye colours!
Measure 18cm tall.  Age 4yr+     

$2795each

BREAKFAST SET with FOOD
Perfect to play breakfast in bed! Made from recycled plastic. 
Includes 18 pieces.  Age 2yr+

$2995

SLEEP SUIT and DOLL 
CARRY BASKET
Keep your baby doll cosy and warm 
with these fabulous accessories. 
(doll sold separately).
Age 3yr+

$1495 SLEEP SUIT

$1995 CARRY BASKET

NEWBORN BABY DOLL
This soft body doll, by Sally Fay, 
is the perfect first doll. 
Comes with bottle.
Measures 44cm long.
Age 3yr+

$2495

CITY STAR 
DOLL PRAM
A sweet and practical pram that 
easily fits larger dolls! Folds down for easy transport and 
storage. Includes a removable doll carrier and nappy bag.
Size 72 x 37 x 68cm.  Age 3yr+

$9995

DOLLS PRAM 
from Moover
Wooden and low 
to the ground for 
young dolly parents. 
Classic shape with 
modern accents. 
Has a bar fitted to 
help prevent tipping. 
Available in White 
and Pale Pink.
Size 44cm x 23cm 
x 43cm 
Age 18mth+

$11995
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WOODEN RETRO CARS SET OF 3
Set includes colourful solid wooden vintage retro cars to 
race along or display. Perfectly sized for 
small hands.
Approx 14cm long. 
Age 3yr+

$1495 
set of 3

DOCTORS KIT 
This Doctors kit will inspire your child’s 
imagination. Includes plastic stethoscope, 
syringe and many other pretend medical tools.  
Age 3yr+

$1995

FAIRY GARDEN PLAY MAP 
or MOTOCROSS PLAY MAP

Clever and portable - the bags transform into flat play mats! 
Choose from a set that includes fairies & a fairy boat or a set 

that includes motocross bikes, ramps and action figures.
5yr+  $3595each

SIDE LOADING GARBAGE TRUCK
Just like the real thing! The side-lifter unit moves out to grab and empty bins, while the body tilts 
to dump out the garbage.

 
Size 54 x 19 x 25cm.  Age 4yr+                  $13995

CATERPILLAR 
EXCAVATOR 
Fully functioning shovel 
arm & dumping motion. 
Actually digs in your 
sandpit.
Size 58 x 20 x 
29cm. 
Age 4yr+

$12995

CATERPILLAR 
SKID STEER LOADER

The ideal machine for construction with a 
functional front tipping shovel. Suitable 
for outside or indoor play.
Size 23 x 13 x 10cm.
Age 4yr+ 

$3595

MISSION ROCKET
3…2…1 BLAST OFF! This 
space rocket, with working 
lights and sound, also 
comes with astronauts and 
many accessories. Playset 
includes 113 pieces. 
Batteries required.
Age 6yr+

$11995

CAR CARRIER 
Wooden car carrier is ready to transport cars across your 
playroom. Includes folding tray, car carrier and 4 rolling cars.
Size 28 x 28 x 13cm  Age 3yr+   $2995
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MAGPAD SMALL and MAGPAD LARGE
‘Write’ and ‘draw’ with the magnet-tipped pen to raise the balls 

and create your own designs - over and over. Great for travel.
Small Size - 22 x 18cm. Large Size - 31 x 16cm.   Age 3yr+

                    
$2995 small $3995 large

PRETTY FACES ORIGAMI
Fold your colourful paper to create happy faces. Great 
introduction to origami with easy designs and stickers too.
Age 4yr+

 
$895

DO IT 
YOURSELF 
WINDMILLS
Create 4 crafty 
windmills, and talk 
about renewable 
energy when you’re 
playing outside.
Age 5yr+

$1795

SEWING KIT UNICORN and SEWING KIT SLOTH
Sew your very own Unicorn or Sloth. Pre-cut fabric, filling and thread 
included as well as simple instructions to help create a cosy toy.
Age 6yr+

 
$1995each

FRIENDSHIP 
BRACELETS
Make perfect bracelets for 
your friends with the easy 
loom wheel, yards of yarn & 
accessories.
Age 5yr+

$2495

UNDER THE SEA 
COLOUR SURPRISE
Mermaid and sea themes to colour.  Each 
of the 8 scenes has secrets.
Age 6yr+ 

$695

CONSTELLATION MANDALAS
Colour and fold your way to making beautiful 
Mandalas. 
Includes 4 abstract designs.
Age 6yr+ 

$695

LADYBUG FLOWER PRESS
This flower press is beautifully decorated and easy to 
use! Includes 7 layers to press your flowers and garden 
treasures.
Age 3yr+ 

$1295

SCRATCH ART STICKERS
Finish illustrating 60 stickers by scratching the surface 
to make a pattern that really pops.
Age 6yr+ 

$1495
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SPIRAL STUDIO
Create endless super 
swirly designs from the 
rings, cogs and wheels 
in this complete arty 
pack.
Age 8yr+ 

$1995

DRAWING PEOPLE
Learn, practice and create.  Look through the guide to learn basics of 
drawing bodies, positions, poses, eyes etc. Pad, guide and pencil easily 
 stored in sturdy box.  Age 5yr+

 $2495

I LOVE LLAMAS
Lovely Llama craft box 
with 6 special projects 
to sew, construct and 
bead. All inclusive kit 

with 161 pieces.
Age 6yr+

$3895

MINI CREATIVE PAD Nebulous Stars
A creative pad brimming with stickers and stencils, 
designed to unleash the fashion designer within! 3 varieties 
to choose from…or collect them all!
Age  7yr+ 

$1095 each

TRACING LIGHT PAD from 
Nebulous Stars
Lightweight LED tracing pad is also ideal 
for designing. Includes tracing sheets, 
sample pattern pages, colour pencils, 
pen and USB cable.
Age 7yr+ 

$8495

COLOURING 
BOOK BLACK 

Nebulous Stars
Colours will pop off the 
black pages - creating 
an outstanding effect! 

Includes 8 neon-ink 
gel pens.

Age 7yr+

$2295

JEWELLERY BEACH BASH
Beautiful beach inspired shapes are included in this tropical 
jewellery making set. Includes a guide for inspiration.
Age 6yr+

 
$2495

NEON COLOURING 
SET ROADSTERS and  
UNICORNS & FRIENDS
These sets are jam packed with activities to promote 
mindfulness away from screens! They include 36 colouring 
pages, markers and stickers.  Perfect for travel.
Age 5yr+

     
$1995 each



NOVELTY

SENSORY PUTTY 
BUBBLE GUM, 
STRAWBERRY 
VANILLA and 

DOUBLE 
CHOCOLATE

Indulge your senses with 
the velvety soft touch and 

the wonderful scent of 
bubble gum, strawberry 

vanilla or double 
chocolate putty.  Each 

comes in a 6cm Tin. Non 
toxic, never dries out.

Age 5yr+   
$1195 each

KAZOO
Start a band or 
just hum along 
with this classic 
tin Kazoo. Assorted 
colours available.
Age 3yr+

$495 each

FRUIT UKULELE
Choose your favourite 

fruit Ukulele and play up a 
tune on these cute plastic 
string instruments. 3 
varieties to choose from.

Size 35cm. 
Age 3yr+ 

$995 each

TORCH – MOST DEADLY or FAIRY & UNICORN
A fun torch, or add picture discs to project images onto the wall! 
3 discs, 24 images. Select between Deadly Animals or Fairy & 
Unicorns. Batteries included.
Age 3yr+

$1195each

KALEIDOSCOPE
Look through the eyepiece to 
see colourful jewels dance in 
patterns as you turn the tube. 
Extra fun had by twisting the 
kaleidoscope to mix and match 
each different theme.
Size 16cm. Age 3yr+

$1495 each

SPINNING TOP
Push down to spin 
the top and make it 
hummmmm. Assorted designs.
Size 14cm.  Age 3yr+

 

$1295

FLUFFY PUTTY
Fluffier than traditional putty! 
Soft, mallow-like, and 
not so sticky!
Age 6yr+

$1295 
each

WOODEN CAR with ROAD TAPE
Take and roll out your road anywhere - on the wall, floor 
or table! Includes one wooden car for instant 
fun. Several varieties to choose from.
Age 3yr+

                   
$1095

GIANT CONFETTI BALLOON BALL
Inflates like a balloon but bounces like a ball! Giant 
85cm balloon ball is filled with holographic confetti - 
fun and reusable.  Age 3yr+ $11958
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AERO CLUB 
PUZZLE 200 pces
High flying illustrations set 
the scene for this puzzle and 
‘find it’ game. 
Includes a poster.
Age 6yr+

$2295

FAIRY GARDEN PUZZLE 36 pces
Fantastical fairies in their floral garden- flying and fluttering.
Age 3yr+ 

$3295

WILD SAFARI PUZZLE 36 pces
Large piece floor puzzle with vibrant, realistic wild animal images. You can 
almost feel the stampede.
Age 3yr+ 

$3295

SOLAR SYSTEM PUZZLE 102 pces
The sun lights up in the middle of the universe in 
this enticing round puzzle.
Age 5yr+ 

$3995

FARMYARD SOUND PUZZLE  6 pces
Match the farm animal 3 dimensional pieces by 
colour, shape and sound. Easy to grip pieces are 
perfect for toddlers.
Age 18mths+

$3295

ESCAPE PUZZLE - THE OBSERVATORY 
759 pces Ravensburger
Escape the Room at home!  Read the story, do the puzzle, 
solve the riddles and ESCAPE.
Age 12yr - Adult 

$3495

CHAMELEON PUZZLE 
150 pces
Re-create the large chameleon 
silhoutte and see the hidden 
images in his body. Stunning 
colours and detail.
Age 6yr+

$2495

CHILDRENS WALK PUZZLE 200 pces 
A beautiful visual story about a walk in this 
whimsical jungle.  Age 6yr+

   

$2295

DINOSAUR DAY AT THE 
MUSEUM PUZZLE 48 pces
Re-create the dinosaur museum display 
& visiting families. Fun details & 
colourful illustrations.
Age 4yr+

$2495

A DAY AT THE 
AQUARIUM 
PUZZLE 48 pces 
Meet creatures from our 
oceans, in the safety of 
your own home.
Age 4yr+

$2495
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BINOCULARS
Easy to use. Neck strap and 
lens covers for protection. 
Made to fit small faces. 3.5 
times magnification.
Age 4yr+ $2495

HEXBUG SCORPION
Watch out for the 
motorized creepy crawly 
Scorpion as it rebounds 
off walls and scuttles 
around. Available in 
assorted colours.
Age 8yr+

$1495

QUIZ ROBOT
3 game modes, all 
with the same result 
if you answer 
incorrectly – you 
get a water 
squirt. Roulette, 
memory or program 
a quiz.
Age 5yr+

$2795

LIQUIFLY Deluxe
Super fast air pump and water powered rocket kit includes 
everything you need to build and launch your bottle rockets.
Adult Supervision

$3495

TWO-WAY 
BUG VIEWER
View tadpoles or bugs from 
the top OR the bottom with this 
clever ‘microscope’.
Age 3yr+ 

$1895

MINI TESLAS LAMP
Use your fingertips to control the high 
frequency AC current in the dome. 
Battery or USB powered.
Size 8cm diameter x 14cm H
Age 8yr+  $1995

SUPER SCIENCE 
or GLOW SCIENCE
Fun science experiments contained in real petri 
dishes! Each petri dish comes with 2 different 
experiments - Slime & Hydrophobic Sand in one pack 
OR Snow & Glow Powder in the other.
Age 8yr+                          $995each

CRYSTAL 
CREATION KIT
Create real crystals 
- a geode, a solid 
crystal and 4 crystal 
paintings.  Age 
8yr+

$2295

SCIENTIFIC 
WORKBENCH

From the Junior 
Inventor 

series this 
new wooden 

activity 
bench 

fosters 
learning 

in all STEAM areas. Will 
bring out the scientist, 

carpenter or mechanic in 
your child. 58 pieces.

Age 4yr+

$9995
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5 in 1 ATOMIC SLIME LAB
Mix and make your own Atomic 
Brain balls, metallic and glow in 
the dark slime.
Age 8yr+ $1995

SEA MONKEYS VOLCANO
YES they are alive! You need to carefully nurse them back from 
their inert state. The kit has everything to grow your own pets!  

Age 6yr+    $2495

OOZE LAB 
CHEMISTRY 
STATION
Learn and discover 
the world of chemistry 
with 28 experiments. Includes lab equipment, 48 page manual and 
chemicals.
Age 8yr+  

 

$6795

DINOSAUR PROJECTOR & 
NIGHTLIGHT
Projects 24 amazing dinosaur images up to 1m 
wide onto walls and ceilings. Transforms into a 
cool nightlight or detaches from stand as a torch.
Age 3yr+                               $2295

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE 
MICROSCOPE
A super simple and practical 
hand held microscope. 20 & 40 
magnification.
Age 6yr+     

$1995

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
Track the stars or watch life through the 50mm 
lens. Aluminium table-top tripod and 18x and 90x 
magnification eyepieces included.
Age 8yr+

$8995

HUBBLE 
PROJECTOR
Project space images onto a wall 
or ceiling with this Hubble inspired 
projector. After 15 minutes a timer 
will turn the light off.
Age 8yr+             

$3995

5 in 1 
MECHANICAL 
CODING ROBOT
Build a robot not reliant on 
devices. The robot uses a “coding 
wheel” with buttons that 
snap on / off to dictate its 
actions.  Age 8yr+

$5995

TREEHOUSE 
ENGINEERING ADVENTURE

A comprehensive STEM kit focusing on engineering, 
pulleys, gears, circuits and their 

practical applications.
Age 8yr+

$6795

AWARD 
WINNER
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BULLET BALL
To and fro, keep on moving the ‘bullet’ 

ball fast. Two players working on co-
ordinated play.

Age 6yr+

$1595

BUBBLE HELICOPTER
Launch your helicopter high into the air and watch 
the bubbles fly. Bubble solution and tray included.
Age 6+  

 
$2295

HOPPIT
Easy to grab ears, super 

bouncy and extra tough 
for outdoor play. 

Age 3+

$2495

BOUNCE RIDER RED DOG and 
BOUNCE RIDER PINK UNICORN
A fun active toy that will help with balance, 

co-ordination , core strength and posture. 
Made with phthalate-free PVC and 
includes pump.
Age 18m+  

 
$3495each

DUNE BUGGY
Load it up! Easy grip handle and plastic tilting 
body is ideal for inside or outdoors.
Size 15 x 20 x 13cm. Age 3+ 

 
$2495

ROBOTOSAUR 
MINI
Easy to operate, radio controlled dino will spin, 
roll and entertain for hours. 17 x 12 x 7cm.  
Ages 3+   $2795

$12995

TODDLER TRIKE
Strong, simple and tough. 
Has a strong steel frame 

and plastic tray.
51 x 47 x 70cm. 

Age 3yr+

JUMBO METAL WAGON
Strong steel wagon will carry the big load, featuring soft 
wheels and easy steer handle. Tray is 85cm long.
Age 3+

MIGHTY METAL DIGGER
Real life excavating with 360 degrees spin. Lots of fun 
  and great for coordination.
Age 3+ $6495

$9995
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LASER TAG 
SET - FAO 
Schwarz
A two player set 
-the adjustable 
chest plates 
feature hit count 
lights, vibration, 
and built-in sound 
effects. Set includes 
2 Lasers and 2 chest 
plates.  Age 7yr+

$7995

REMOTE CONTROL T-REX
A fantastical walking roaring R.C. dinosaur. Simple to use.
Size 25 x 12 x 41cmL. Age 6yr+

 
$6995

AIR SCOOP BALL SET
A simple ball and scoop set to develop throwing and catching 
skills. Play at beach, backyard or park.
3yr+ 

$1495

EXTREME 360 
STUNT CAR
Super fun, super easy to control RC 
stunt car. 360˚ tumbling and spinning 
action when you crash into walls or 
run over other toys!
Size 16 x 15 x 7cm.  Age 6yr+

$3295

SLIMEBALL DODGETAG GAME
No mess slime ball tag game includes 2 vests and 4 balls. 
Slime or be slimed!  Age 8+

$3295

BLAZE LIGHT UP FLYING DISC
Flick and throw to see the LEDs light up 

the sky. Simple to throw and catch. Great 
outside family fun.  Age 6yr+

$1495

SLIMEBALL DODGEBALL
Throw! Run! Dodge! This 15cm ball will get 
everyone active and moving! No mess, it 
leaves no marks.  Age 5yr+

$1595

NINJALINE 
INTRO KIT
A portable backyard 
gym to build core & 
overall strength. 
Work your way across 
the obstacles then 
easily pack away into 
its own bag.
Ninjaline measures 
approx 11 metres.
Age 5yr+

$13995

LIGHT UP 
KENDAMA 
TORCH

LED lights 
and silicone 

rings have 
transformed 

the traditional 
cup and 
ball skill 

toy. Batteries 
Included.
Age 8+

$1695
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CHICKEN SHUFFLE JR.
A unique sliding puzzle, shuffle 
the 3D chickens until all eggs are 
covered.  48 challenges.
Age 4yr+ 

  
$2595

SMART FARMER
There’s trouble at the farm. Place the 
fences to separate the animals, 
60 challenges to complete.
Age 5yr+ 

$3895

MONKEY 
AROUND
Get ready to wiggle, giggle and ‘monkey around’! 
This game is perfect for active toddlers - helping to develop 
gross-motor skills, co-ordination and so much more!
Age 2yr+  

 
$3595

THE BRAIN TRAIN
Use Maths skills for simple 
sums and connect the 
train track - if you have the 
correct solution the train 
will run all around 
the track! 1 player.
4yr+

$3495

CLACK
A shape and colour matching game that is fast and 
FUN. Race to clack the tallest stack. 2-6 players.
5yr+

 
$2995

PANCAKE MONSTER
Carefully feed the giant 
monster his favourite food 
because you never know 
when he’ll bite back. It’s 
a chomping good game.
Age 3yr+

$3495

IN A PICKLE
Complete your crazy challenge 
holding onto the 1m inflatable 
pickle. Fail a challenge....and 
you’re out.  4-6 players.
Age 6yr+   $2995

FRUIT PUNCH HALLI GALLI
BOP the banana and win the cards. No turn taking makes 
this a fast-paced fruit matching game. Improve math & 
counting skills. 2-6 players.
Age 5yr+

$1995
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GNOMES AT NIGHT
A co-operative game 

where you magnetically 
manipulate your vertical 

gnomes to find the Queen’s 
treasure. 4 levels of 

difficulty. 2 or 4 players.
Age 6yr+

$3995

QWIRKLE RUMMY
Create sets of cards rummy-style by matching 
suits or colours. Beat the family with your 
strategic skills and a little bit of luck.
Age 8yr+                         $1495

MINI SMART 
CAR PUZZLE
Place the 4 
coloured blocks 
into the car body 
to solve the 24 
puzzles.
Age 6yr+

$1295

ATLANTIS ESCAPE
Navigate through staircases to 
find the shortest path out and 
escape from Atlantis. 60 3D 
challenges to complete.
Age 8yr+   $2595

CUBE PUZZLE GO
80 3D colourful 
challenges, build a cube 
from the 7 pieces... as we 
know it’s not that easy.
Age  8yr+

$2495

INVASION OF THE 
COW SNATCHERS - 
Thinkfun
“Mooove” the Magnetic UFO 
to solve 60 challenges. Beam 
up cows over farm obstacles. 
For beginner, medium & 
genius puzzlers.  Age 6yr+

$3495

YOGA DICE - Thinkfun
Hold the yoga pose on the dice 
and advance down the board 
to the finish line. Increases 
flexibilty and focus.
Age 6yr+ 

$2395

THE GENIUS SQUARE
Roll the dice to get your game co-ordinates. Race to 
fill the empty spaces before your opponent or play 
solo against the clock.
Age 6yr+ 

$3995

DROP IT
Drop different shapes into the vertical Game Board and 
try to score the highest points. Beware the forbidden 
drop spots.  Age 8yr+ $4495

KATAMINO
2D and 3D challenges for 1 player AND strategic game 
for two. Includes 500 challenges. Helps understand basic 
geometry. Multi award winner.
Age 6yr+                              

$4995
HACKER - Thinkfun
Defend the world from 
cybercriminals. Play the role 
of a coder, hacker, and security 
engineer in 40 beginner to expert 
challenges.  Age 10yr+

$5495



VEX OFF ROAD 
TRUCK

Snap together this STEM 
based building kit 

with 820 pieces 
and remote 
control. 
Download the 
VEX Pilot APP 
for fun driving 

adventures.
Age 8yr+

$13495

CASTLE BLOCKS 
from FAO Schwarz 

Design and build elaborate castles with 
bridges, arches and towers. 75 piece solid 

        wooden blocks.  Age 4yr+

SOLAR VEHICLE CONSTRUCTION
Detailed instructions show how to build the 12  
robots that float, crawl, roll... & totally powered 
by the sun (no batteries required.) A STEM based 
learning resource.
Age 8yr+

BUILDER CONSTRUCTION SET
Imagine, create and build almost anything with this 136 piece 
set. Includes wooden and plastic pieces, tools and wheels.  
Age 3yr+

VEX 
ROBOTICS
Build-pull-zip. Watch your propeller 
fly. STEAM based learning for kids 
who want to play.  Age 8yr+

SAKKARO
A puzzle AND a creative 
thinking activity with endless 
possibilities.  The translucent 
pieces nest, interlock and 
stack.  Age 3yr+

MIGHTY HAMMER DOMINO
Carefully build these dominoes into fun and 
complex designs – simply to knock down. Also 
includes bridges and bells. 59 pieces.  Age 4yr+

DIY PLANES
Build your own 
plane with this 
fantastic 48pc construction 
set! 5+ designs to build...
or use your imagination and 
create your own!.
Age 3yr+

TECNO
Colourful 80 piece 
building set includes 
tools and creative base 
board. Start designs in 
2D and then build up with 
confidence.
Age 4-9yrs

ITSA Catalogues are produced by our retail members. All members of ITSA are independently 
owned and operated businesses within Australia. Due to geography and other conditions, 
some products may not be stocked by all retailers. If this should occur, please contact another 
ITSA member or ask your local ITSA member to suggest another ITSA store. Please visit our 
website to locate all ITSA stores. All sizes and ages listed are approximate only. Pricing and 
availability may vary from store to store. These offers only last for the period specified in this 
catalogue and whilst stocks last. All images and text hold their own copyright and have been 
used with permission by the copyright holders. Published by Independent Toy Specialist of 
Australia Co-Operative Limited, ABN 78 531 699 289.
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